Introduction
Technological progress is not just one of the most distinctive signs of social organization, but a crucial propulsive factor in human evolution. More than the outcome of rigid selective mechanisms, the technological process has so far represented a co-evolutionary process [1] . Morever, if human evolution has been marked by the intervention of natural variables, technological evolution has depended on an artificial selection made by man. Today, the role of technology appears ever more pervasive and powerful, in social life and in individual life. In fact, there are more and more people who believe that this will generate, sooner or later, organisms capable of going far beyond the simulation of human brain functions: that is, hybrids that will learn from their internal states, interpret reality data, establish their own objectives, will converse with humans; above all, they will decide based on their own 'value system' [2] . In a not too distant future, these organisms could acquire ever wider spheres of autonomy, self-conservative instances, hierarchies of values, perhaps an ethic based on 'freedom' [3] . Of course, it will be difficult to redo the immense work of evolution: for example, calling experience an elaboration (even if sophisticated) of information or emotions such as pain or pleasure [4] . However, we can really exclude that one day these entities will have no spirit of initiative and capacity for discernment? At least on the theoretical level, there are no logical obstacles that can exclude that one day this could happen even with thinking machines [5] . Our current inability to answer this question must urge us to look at things from unfamiliar perspectives.
2 Consciousness, Decision-Making, Creativity, Improvisation: the Unavoidable Questions
Despite the enormous progress made in the field of neuroscience and AI, the discussion on the possibility of constructing an artificial consciousness still clashes with the dramatic lack of scientific notions on the functioning of biological consciousness [6] . The same term 'consciousness' continues to be used as a sort of passe-partout to indicate different and distant phenomena: the coma, the vegetative state, the environmental sensitivity, the moral, the activity of the ego and so on [7] . After a centuries-old terminological confusion, we must ask ourselves if it is not time to demarcate this fundamental research object more rigorously on the scientific and semantic level. For a long time scholars have argued that basic characteristics of consciousness were unity and permanence over time. On the other hand, several studies show that it represents a multiple process that contains, simultaneously, distinct contents, each of which with its own intentionality [8] . What are the underlying biophysical mechanisms? And how does this multiplicity express itself unitarily in its different states and contents? Schematizing there are two possible models. In the first model, to generate consciousness would be a central neural system, in which duly integrated information is first brought to representation and then allowed to emerge in awareness. According to this representation, consciousness appears as the expression of an elaboration of the corticosubcortical system that generates different contents and representations, accomplishing exclusively in the brain [9] . In the second model, the simultaneous coactivation of content generated by structures distributed in the brain would ultimately result in the phenomenon of awareness. Consciousness would thus be generated by brain mechanisms distributed in the brain -both cortical and subcortical -whose contents, independent of each other, are exposed to intrasensorial and intersensory (environmental) influences that, influencing each other, co-determine the 'conscious experience'. It is from here that the distinction between a unitary model and a plural model of consciousness passes [10] .
How can multiple neural events give us the impression of a unitary subjectivity? And what are the steps towards the constitution of the Self and of awareness? Of course, concepts such as "subjectivity" and "self" still remain problematic. Here, the Self is understood as an emerging phenomenon when the individual events produced by the brain are sufficiently representative, coherent and cohesive. We experience a structured world of distinct and ordered objects in space, organized according to regularity and content within significant spatio-temporal patterns: extramodal contents (colours, form, etc.) and intramodal (proprioceptive, auditory and visual, etc). Representative cohesion is not an invariant characteristic of conscious experience, but the result of a selection by which the brain seeks the path of its own integration [11] . Thus, the Self has to do with an ordering activity of the conscience, which elaborates and sustains this multiplicity in an interweaving of local contents in relation to one another [12] . In such a model, consciousness appears no longer as a hierarchical structure, but a multiple horizontal entity, whose representative cohesion is operated by distributed thalamo-cortical and corticocortical circuits [13] . All conscious experiences, starting with qualitative experiences, are unified within the field of consciousness. Unity, therefore, is implicit in qualitative subjectivity. In other words, if our awareness is determined by the play of these innumerable dynamics, then there are only different unified states of consciousness in subjectivity, as well as aggregate underlying fields of consciousness [14] . As is evident, the question of conscious subjectivity goes beyond the search for its neural correlates and beyond the contraposition between consciousness and the unconscious. In the phenomenon of vision, for example, the relevant question certainly concerns the neural correlates of consciousness, but above all the way in which visual experiences become part of awareness. If the architecture of the field of consciousness is the thalamo-cortical system -which elaborates information from different districts in different sensory modalities (visual, tactile, auditory, etc.) -from its neural operational levels one could trace the structure of consciousness visual, qualia, temporal experience and more [15] . Whatever the case, the brain cannot generate a conscious experience by itself. In fact, it is only a necessary condition because innumerable neuronal micro-events generate conscious perceptions of the objects of the world [16] . The study of consciousness requires multilevel research criteria: a quantitative-categorical (attention, vigilance, sleep, and coma); a qualitative-dimensional (subjective experiences such as feelings, thoughts, emotions); one, finally, for the analysis of the different types and degrees of synchronic consciousness (the field of consciousness) and diachronic (the ego or personality). In the field of the Artificial Consciousness (AC) and the Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) [17] the decisional processes and the conscience require the integration of processes and inputs coming from different sources. The creation of an artificial conscience, however, brings with it a series of ethical questions to which we would not be ready to respond. For example, machines with consciousness could experience emotions, empathy, and free will? In this last case, could they emancipate themselves from their condition? To date, no one has yet managed to create an artificially conscious entity. It is therefore; difficult to say what characteristics it will have [18] . At the state, even if unconscious, artificial agents can make decisions in many situations (which naturally becomes a central factor in complex environments) by applying normative rules to the information available. Think about situations that require reflection and implementation of moral principles, the ability to recognize and deal with ethically significant situations, the ability to discriminate essential information from irrelevant information, the search for new data in the event of insufficient information, judgments on the intentionality of other agents with whom it interacts, to choose a course of action that minimizes the damage [19] . All of this, of course, within the time constraints required by the situation.
The creation of artificial agents capable of making moral decisions is among the most difficult challenges faced by the AI. In recent decades, a growing body of research has shown that much of the moral behavior derives from unconscious judgments. It is clear that if on the one hand these results do not exclude the presence of logical-formal, conscious, and deliberative thinking. Howerver, they underline how conscious reflection is less frequent than imagined. For example, the Social Intuitionist Model [20] underlines -in the context of moral decisions as well as in simpler situations -the primacy of intuition on conscious reasoning. In reality, starting from the second half of the twentieth century, the model of rational agent has gradually lost credibility [21; 22; 23; 24] , restoring centrality to factors such as unpredictability and uncertainty. The analysis of real-world behaviors has shown that we often decide using simplified schemes, distorted representations and perceptions, extra-cognitive factors such as emotional assessment of situations, fear of the consequences of an action, tolerance to frustrations, courage, creativity. Not to mention the risk situations, in which we often rely on partial or insufficient information deriving from past and present experiences, prejudices, conjectures [25] . In other words, for most of the time, the mind works with instruments other than formal logical ones. It is not surprising, therefore, that despite, the incredible advances in AI and robotics there are still no artificial agents capable of improvising and making adaptive decisions [26] . Developing an artificial agent capable of adapting and deciding autonomously according to these spheres of 'natural logic' would mean reproducing reasoning based, as in man, on unconscious and non-deductive inferences [27; 28] . In this sense, the horizon of logic, both human and artificial, is much broader than that of traditionally understood formal logic.
Improvisation and Centrencephalic Space for Functional Integration
The study of improvisation helps us to understand not only the relationship between conscious and unconscious actions, the complex neural basis of executive functions, and more: basic categories of human action [29] . Until now, the prevailing theoretical models have focused their attention above all on the correlates between the cortical areas and the related cognitive processes. Little attention, however, has been assigned to the great variety of subcortical activities, in particular those of the basal ganglia: fundamental subcortical structure, whose implicit procedures and the role played in the memory processes generate continuous novelties that allow the prefrontal cortex to transform a huge and untidy amount of information in explicit creative behavior [30] . The basal ganglia are, moreover, strongly involved in the activation of the chemical signals generated by dissonances or asymmetries between perceptions and expectations, intervening according to the circumstances also in the responses to the environmental needs. In this sense, they interact with the frontal cortex and the limbic system, exercising a key function in planning, in selecting appropriate actions and in motor decisionmaking processes [28] . For a long time the ability to improvise was understood as a skill acquired only after a long and intense practice. Although necessary, this precondition appears to be insufficient [31] . In fact, there are other factors that play a crucial role in improvisation: the time constraints, the simultaneity of senseperceptual coding, performance monitoring and more [32] . Moreover, it has long insisted on the importance, in the improvisation, of the interaction between perceptive-emotional processes and specific knowledge that, once recovered, would minimize the processing processes favoring the generation of original ideas [33] . In this scheme, an essential role would be played by error correction feedback systems that would ensure such fluidity to improvisation, through automated processes that require the least amount of conscious attention. In this way, the space for new action sequences would be reserved for the lower levels of motor control, while the correction of errors would proceed from a higher order to a lower order and individual goal directed movements would be combined in routine and subroutine sequences. Years ago, Schmidt [34] hypothesized the existence of a generalized program ("motor scheme theory") that would select flexible motion patterns for modulation of action in context changes. Subsequently, other theories have suggested the existence of 'unity of action' system, of 'organizational invariants' [35] , is open, flexible models, far from equilibrium and adaptable to critical fields different. These are models that, applied to motor action, would leave neuromus-cular properties and patterns of coordination emerging from the constraints imposed by task situations, giving life, from time to time, to solutions for specific environmental problems.
Generative Structures
Experimental evidence suggests a correlation between improvisation and divergent thinking [36] , cognitive flexibility, the widespread activation of semantic networks [37] and a structural organization of semantic memory [38] . Central aspects in the research processes of creative cognition have been considered, on the one hand, the recovery of mnestic elements, the inhibition of the emerging response, the fluid intelligence, the working memory; and, on the other hand, the inhibition of potentially interfering information with the generativity of ideas [39] . Although in the literature on creativity there is no definitive evidence on a decisive role of divergent thinking and mental flexibility, different studies show how creative cognition involves brain regions connected with executive functions [30; 40] . Other studies show the constant activation of the left inferior frontal gyrus both in the generation of ideas and in the analysis of ideas recovered from longterm memory. In addition to the left inferior frontal gyrus, the improvisation activates the additional motor area, the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and, bilaterally, the insular cortex and the cerebellum. To stimulate the lower left frontal gyrus in the recovery of long-term memory data and to evaluate the neural correlates, [41] , tasks requiring fluidity similar to those used to elicit verbal fluency were used in the assessment of executive deficits, which require control and strategic attention to access to memory [42] . In a recent meta-analysis of the literature on creative processes, a significant role was highlighted of the caudal and rostral prefrontal regions, as well as of the inferior and posterior parietal temporal areas. This network, which includes semantic regions related to the recovery and activation of remote mental representations, would allow the emergence of free generative activities. The significance of such evidence is also strengthened by a recent fMRI study [39] which reported, in individuals with high divergent thinking index, greater functional connectivity between the left lower frontal gyrus and the network default mode [39] . It seems, therefore, that the left lower frontal gyrus plays a crucial role in processes, such as musical improvisation, which require a controlled action of long-term memory [43] . It must be said, however, that while the generativity has been associated with a greater activation of the left lower frontal gyrus, the bilateral premotor cortex, the inferior and superior parietal lobes and the bilateral medial temporal lobes; for its part, the evaluation was associated with a greater activity of the network default mode in the control and in the execution [44] . Further analysis of functional connectivity during evaluation [39] highlighted a strong functional unity between executive and default networks, which indicates a greater cooperation between controlled and spontaneous thought processes.
Cognition and Improvisation
But is there, and to what extent, a cognitive control in improvisation? If the deactivation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex plausibly supposes a suspension of conscious inhibitory monitoring, activation of the medial prefrontal cortex would suggest an activation independent of the network default mode [45] , which can be associated with phenomena such as mind-wondering [46] that interrupt conscious control in favor of partial, or almost total, focusing of emerging spontaneous thought. This activity, in the absence of external task requests, highlights a functional connectivity model suggestive of an activation of internally directed attention. Such evidence would suggest that, in the course of improvisation, there may be a suppression of executive control and, conversely, an activation of regions related to the network default mode [45] -even if the activation of regions associated with executive functions always evokes a certain degree of cognitive control. In the improvisation, therefore, the deactivation of the temporoparietal junction -area located near the right angular turn and part of a network that includes the temporoparietal junction and the ventral frontal cortex -would reflect the top-down control during tasks that require focusing of the internal attention [47] . In this sense, if the activation of this network acts in an inhibitory way on the information not coherent with the current task [48] , its deactivation could correspond to a focus of internally directed attention, as has been highlighted in the studies on the production of creative ideas [30] , the elaboration of divergent thinking, creative writing and even in the invention of design products.
Implicit and Explicit Processes
This research would seem to credit the hypothesis according to which improvisation depends on the interaction between generative, executive and evaluative processes of new motor sequences, from performance monitoring, from facilitation of attentional processes to higher order objectives, from reduced processing needs to minimum and so on [49] . Now, despite this hypothesis admits the existence, in the improvisation, of a certain degree of ecological complexity, little role is recognized in the subcortical processes underlying these phenomena. In fact, a full integration of emotional, cognitive and motor information depends on the competition of two different systems [50] . The first, the explicit one, based on rules and conscious contents, is associated with the superior cognitive functions of the frontal and prefrontal lobes and of the medial temporal lobe; the second, the implicit one, more efficient and based on practical and not aware abilities, associated with abilities mainly supported by the basal ganglia [51] . In this representation, the explicit system supports a hierarchical processing of information in which most of the most sophisticated mental abilities depend on the higher order structure: the prefrontal cortex. Naturally, between these systems and the nervous structures from which these cognitive abilities depend, there is no rigid separation [52] . In fact, both systems can be activated in parallel and the striatum, fundamental structure of the basal ganglia, is also involved in explicit cognitive functions due to the complex connections that associate it with the prefrontal cortex [53] . Furthermore, the striatum combines information from different cortical areas for the convergence of their respective terminal fields. Evidence on the function of the ventral striatum shows how the accumbens exercises not only a central role in positively or negatively reinforced behaviors, but also represents a crucial junction of the emotional information processing network constituted by the amygdala, the mesencephalic centers, the hippocampus and from the prefrontal cortex [54] . This complex network explains its centrality in the elaboration and conversion of information into suitable pipelines, which can possibly be reinforced. Beyond that, the ventral striatum anticipates the gratifications of the choices and signals the negative outcomes of the expected behaviors as reward [55] . Studies on reward systems have also highlighted the existence of an anticipation of reward. In fact, for the connection between the parts and the whole in the perception of a piece, the attack of a composition -for example a melodic fragment or the beginning of a musical phrase -creates an expectation of completion of the composition or sense of the sentence [56] . When this completion does not take place, or occurs incongruously, a particular wave appears in the EEG: the wave N 400 [57] . Furthermore, it has been suggested that stimuli detected in new or unexpected contexts activate the basal ganglia that verify the reliability of the predictions formulated in the prefrontal cortex [58] . Expectations may be cognitive or motor and it is reasonable to assume that the basal ganglia are massively involved in the activation of chemical signals evoked by dissonances or discrepancies between perceptions and expectations. Furthermore, depending on the needs of the moment, the ventral striatum also intervenes in the adaptation of cognitive strategies to environmental needs. This is how the subcortical reinforcement mechanisms, through their interaction with the frontal cortex and the limbic and striatal systems, play a key role in planning, selecting appropriate actions and decision-making processes [59] . As is known, the primary processes of thought -free associations, mind wondering, daydreaming, etc. from which analogies and creative ideas often emerge -take place at intermediate levels of activation, while secondary processes (characterized by an abstract, logical and reality-oriented cognition) require attention and have higher levels of activation [52] . It has been suggested that activation of the prefrontal cortex blocks 'irrelevant' behaviors and mental associations, while increasing target oriented behavior [60] . The continuum primary process-secondary process is the dimension along which cognition varies: in other words, creative individuals would, more than others, be able to oscillate between these two dimensions of thought, transiting towards a primary state of consciousness that would facilitate the discovery of new combinations of elements [61] . In this sense, the discovery of a solution (often improperly identified as creative behavior) is based on the ability to convert secondary processes into primary processes, thus leaving out analogies and free associations. Otherwise, the search for new solutions is linked to the ability to 'switch off' the prefrontal cortex and switch secondary processes into primary processes [62] . Years ago, Csikszentmihalyi [63] described an excited state of attention, related to a reduced prefrontal activity -called flow -in which the operations are almost automatic, without effort and concentration is so intense that it ignores all that it's around. This state plausibly calls implicit cognitive systems that allow the execution of tested skills and cognitive functions without interference of the explicit system [64] . In other words, it is a transitory state of minor activity of the prefrontal lobe, which temporarily 'off' the analytical abilities of the explicit system. Now, apparently the attention focused on the target seems to contradict the evidence of decreased frontal lobe activity previously reported. In fact, to be direct and persistent, the flow requires the activation of the frontal attentional network [65] . However, focused attention is also present in altered states of consciousness from transient hypofrontality. Furthermore, a flow state is compatible with a decrease in the prefrontal function that generates the attenuation of self-awareness [66] . For these reasons, flow is generally considered a lower state of frontal activity, with the exception of executive attention that allows the mind to focus on a target by 'shutting down' the other executive and cognitive abilities of the prefrontal cortex. Focusing on current activity allows the implicit system to be extremely efficient. Several studies show that the implicit striatal system reacts to novelty by generating new and consistent behaviors in response to environmental changes [67] . The prefrontal cortex is subsequently loaded, even if as soon as they are transformed into repetitive practices they are again managed by the basal ganglia, to be transformed into implicit procedures [68] . In this sense, the basal ganglia, with their implicit strategies and their memories, would constitute a mechanism that produces continuous novelties, while the prefrontal cortex (probably with its dorsolateral areas) transforms novelties into creative behaviors [30] . This is how the rich associative network -which allows the striatum to integrate motivational, cognitive and emotional information coming from different cortical areas and to transmit it to the prefrontal cortex -is a generative tool able to explain: a) the transformation of motor experiences and exploratory in cognitive schemes; b) the production of analogies at the base of creative discoveries. It is therefore, increasingly clear that every cognitive function depends on a multiplicity of components and not on a single structure or system [69] . Just as the language, which is not generated only by the motor and sensory areas of the left hemisphere, but also by the networks that connect these areas to the basal ganglia [70] . In this sense, if it is true that creativity must be considered starting from its neural and cognitive correlates: implicit and explicit strategies, the states of the primary and secondary mind, the executive abilities, the purpose-oriented behaviors, the emotions; it is equally true that a role no less decisive are the plastic processes that allow adaptation to the environment through new and original strategies.
Integrative Activities and Ordering Functions in the Functional Integration Space
Historically, the insertion of improvisation within the cognitivist paradigm has placed secondary emphasis on cortico-subcortical interactions and unconscious motor activities [71] . Once again, a hierarchical representation of nerve functions has prevailed that leads to improvisation -asynchronous and simultaneous distributed activity of peripheral and central events -to the elaboration of information and contents, and to the cortical integration of specific domains and functions [72] . If it is clear that ordinarily our relationship life is marked by a flow of information and experiences ordered according to regularities and distinct contents within precise spatio-temporal patterns, in improvisation a simultaneous and sophisticated process of integration of extramodal and intramodal contents is realized, associated with fluid, coherent and coherent images and representations of harmonic and melodic materials, silences and sounds, executive abilities and expectations, possibilities and results [73] .
However, through which modalities, and especially where, does this dialogue take place between neurons (and networks of neurons) that filters, selects, exchanges and coordinates information that will then be converted into perceptible actions and values? It is reasonable to believe that this functional integration takes place within a central-encephalic space [7] , within which the prefrontal cortex 'dialogues' with the basal ganglia, integrating motivational, cognitive and emotional information coming from the thalamus and from other brain areas, for the transformation of sensorimotor and exploratory experiences into patterns and ideas at the highest level of abstraction [74] . This complex architecture includes, on the one hand, the prefrontal cortex, the parieto-temporal cortex and the cingulum gyrus; on the other, the orbito-frontal regions of the frontal cortex, which contribute to the subjective preferences of reward and pleasure; while the medial ones of the same frontal cortex intervene in the motivations and in the desire (the lateral parts of the latter intervene in the choices made according to the context, which is then the originality, the coherence, etc.). Without excluding, of course, a higher level: decision-making [75] . In fact, improvisation is an intense alternation of decisions.
The model of the space of centrencephalic functional integration is a sort of stable context-purpose, with ordering functions of the innumerable cortico-subcortical dynamics, which could explain transits without interruptions from one sensoryperceptive element to another. It would help us to reconsider the problematic awareness-unawareness, intentionality and ideo-motor activities at the highest level, as dimensional and non-discrete functions [76] . It would probably find its plausible explanation the same continuity of the links between rhythmic-melodic patterns, images, intuitions and everything that comes to it again, and which returns the sensation of duration [77] . In this space, fragments of memory merge with instant intuitions and current experiences, reverberating through interconnected political operations in others that are about to arrive.
Future Direction
The questions presented in this paper are a prerequisite for understanding today some important aspects of our brain and our social life, before strong artificial intelligence changes the rules of the game. In fact, it seems evident that any change we have seen in the past will soon be abundantly overcome by the complexity of the implications of what we will see in the near future. To tackle the issues discussed here on the scientific level urges us to seek a more advanced experimental balance between ecological validity and control of mental functions: which means, then, not only modeling the understanding of our brain and our behavior, but also determining the different languages to describe it and draw alternative maps. Among those possible there is the "intermodal communication" concept for now inexplicable through the concept of linear causality between the different structures of our brains. This entanglement of neuronal matrices, which gives rise to a plot does not separable semantic phenomena, mental images, and more -tuned thanks to "pattern recognition" in centrencephalic space of functional integration -could explain the countless "remote spectrum actions" at the base of the adaptive unconscious and more general ones primary experiences of life. In this scheme the space itself may just be the device that gives us the illusion that things are far from each other: above all that the passage of information between different elements of a system can only occur through sequential, causal interactions to act spatially from start to finish. In terms of theoretical Neuroscience is move the observation, reflection and research at a different level, inscribing them inside values that they understand and incorporate the dynamics, experience and other 'forms of life' like those of complex intelligent systems. The wide spectrum of human behavior will be offset by the opportunity from the opportunity to experiment with more radical degrees of freedom. Understand this possibility if, on the one hand, means respecting those who want to preserve intact its human identity, the other allows whoever intends to explore what it means to be human in radically new ways and forms: choices, these, which will shape the society of the near future.
